The Bundaberg Regional Airport engineering team had been scouting about for the ideal tie-down security device for parked aircraft. One of their sorties took them to the Australian Airports Association (AAA) National Conference in Adelaide (South Australia), where at the EJ Trade Booth, they realized they didn’t need to be tied down to the same-old same-old, that the best was right here at EJ.

The reason they were so impressed is that these are cast iron mooring eyes. Made in the US, they hold fast and last and last. Stare into those eyes for a moment and suddenly you’re in love. Which happened to the Bundaberg team, who ordered 40 for immediate installation.

Bring on those season changing storms because these mooring eyes will look at them with total derision. To look into them further, get in touch with the EJ Airports and Ports team. Call 07 3216 5000. Just remember, all eyes are on EJ!